SHAMIM RAFEEK
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE TRAINER | BUSINESS COACH | MOTIVATIONAL
SPEAKER | AUTHOR
Your search for the Best Corporate Trainer in India will end once you meet Shamim
Rafeek. As one of the finest and intense trainer, Shamim has bagged many
achievements along his 20 year long journey. His expertise is well-stablished in
Leadership Development, Sales & Marketing, Business Coaching, and Corporate
Training. He has, over the years coached & trained Executives, Managers, CEOs,
Entrepreneurs, and Professionals across industries.
As a Certified Coach, Shamim has manifest new visions for over 2000
entrepreneurs across the globe. His flagship Experiential Training technique has
cracked all conventional training methodology. Winner in You Coaching and
Training Services, a training entity, launched by Shamim was the culmination of
the overwhelming response that cluttered on his success line as a Trainer.
Shamim Rafeek excels in Motivational Speaking, as brilliantly as, in Corporate
Training or Coaching. He has addressed several forums in India and in foreign
lands, which makes him a sought after Motivational Speaker.
His vivid experience and passion to impart can be amply seen in the various
programmes that he crafted. “Lead to Win” on Leadership, “Sell to Win” on Selling
Skills, “Spirit to Win” on Team Work, “Present to Win” on Presentation Skills,
“WOW your Customers” on Customer Service, and “Seeds to Win” on Personal
Growth & Success are few remarkable programmes that has transformed the lives
of more than 1,60,000 participants all over the world. And the clock is still ticking!
Shamim has a unique panache to inspire individuals as entrepreneurs to enlarge
their vision, to achieve their goals, and spearhead organisational progression.
Indubitably, Shamim Rafeek is one of the best Key note Speakers in India and has
addressed 1000 plus forums in that capacity.
Authoring was the next obvious path for Shamim. Academy Award winner,
Padmasree Rasool Pookutty launched the book “Success through Excellence”
penned by Shamim. The book is a must read and is inevitable to any individual
seeking business and personal success.
Adding yet another golden feather to his accomplishments, Shamim Rafeek was
recently, very aptly awarded the “BEST TRAINER OF THE YEAR” award by the
Indian Society for Training & Development. 300 plus brands in his clientele speak
for his unparalleled distinction as the Best Corporate Trainer in Kerala!

One time conversation with this tempest will change your lives forever!

